Exquisite
Occasions

The Art of Celebration
by St. Regis
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The Ultimate
Celebration,
Designed for You

Experience the exquisite style and personalized service
of a St. Regis Wedding. From extraordinary Gilded Age
social events to modern festivities, our legacy of glamour
inspires timeless yet modern celebrations.
Whether you are planning a grand gala or an intimate
event, St. Regis and its experienced hosts will meet every
detail with meticulous attention and seamless ease.
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Each St. Regis address represents a legacy of distinction
and promises an exceptional experience. Our inspired
design and iconic locales offer exemplary settings in
which to exchange vows, from gracious ballrooms to
private terraces illuminated by starry nights. Welcoming
you during your first site visit to the last moment of
your celebration, our anticipatory St. Regis Wedding
Specialist passionately choreographs your ceremony,
like a tailor who shapes your every wish.
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Wedding Set Up in the Italianate Garden
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Weddings at The St. Regis Venice

Your
Perfect
Wedding
From panoramic rooftop and Grand Canal-side
terraces to a curated Italianate Garden and an
elegantly appointed ballroom, The St. Regis
Venice presents the ideal backdrop for
significant celebrations.

Impeccably Avant-Garde
Surrounded by views across some of Venice’s most
iconic landmarks, The St. Regis Venice is an expression
of the cultural curiosity of the destination and its
modern spirit.
The Best Address
In a city whose beauty has stolen the heart of countless
international writers, painters and musicians,
The St. Regis Venice is an impeccable setting in which
to celebrate your love.
Incomparable Venues
For celebratory gatherings and more formal banquets,
The St. Regis Venice has a choice of areas that
transform easily to host a select number of guests,
supported by an extensive menu of inspirational
cuisine.
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Santa Maria Terrace Suite Wedding Ceremony13

Weddings at The St. Regis Venice

Unique
Venues

Canaletto Ballroom
The Canaletto Ballroom brings a new era of glamour to the hotel’s legacy which is undeniably linked to the Belle
Epoque. Decorated with lattice work and embellished with iron leaf patterns and mirroring, the Canaletto
Ballroom delights with its winter garden allure. Multiple doors lead off from the ballroom providing easy access
to the adjacent Italianate garden. The Canaletto Ballroom may cater to wedding receptions of up to 140 guests,
and wedding lunches or dinners of up to 110 guests.
The Italianate Garden
Refined and secluded, the private, Italianate garden reflects a modern interpretation of classic Venice and is
complemented by geometric patterning, curlicue topiary, formal rose planting and fluid pathways. A jewel in the
city, this sensorial space overlooks Venice’s Grand Canal and presents views of notable landmarks including San
Giorgio Maggiore, Punta della Dogana and the beautiful Santa Maria della Salute Basilica. The Italianate Garden
may accommodate up to 140 guests for wedding receptions or up to 40 guests for wedding lunches or dinners.
Rooftop Garden Terraces
Offering a rarity unique to the St. Regis Venice, a selection of rooftop garden terraces present unrivalled
perspectives over the city and the lagoonscape. These secluded havens may host ceremonies and receptions for
up to 80 guests, or lunch and dinner celebrations for up to 60 guests,
The
Italianate Garden Reception
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Canaletto Ballroom Imperial Table
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Santa
Maria Suite Terrace Imperial Table
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Weddings at The St. Regis Venice

Your Ceremony
at The St. Regis Venice

Personalised Luxury
A St. Regis wedding offers an incomparable level of
service for flawless festivities. From your first site visit
to the day of your ceremony, your wedding is carefully
choreographed by our anticipatory St. Regis Wedding
Specialists and customised to your every desire.
Unparalleled Expertise
Our dedicated team of Wedding Specialists offers a
seamless service and meticulous attention to detail.
Their expertise ensures preferred access to esteemed
floral artists, renowned photographers and local
partners.
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Our long legacy of the art of celebration is reflected in
our signature rituals, exclusive collaborations and
anticipatory service.
Exquisite Details
With its sculpted ceiling, ornamental leaf decorations
and polished terrazzo alla veneziana flooring, The
Canaletto Ballroom is the epitome of Belle Epoque
elegance. Additional intimate outdoor spaces include
our Italianate Garden and private terraces, ideal for
a celebration with the city’s famed waterway and
monuments as a backdrop.
Wedding Rings21

Santa Maria Suite Terrace
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Weddings at The St. Regis Venice

The Art
of Catering

Allow us to curate an exquisite menu personally
tailored to your taste and to your occasion. Executive
Chef Nadia Frisina’s disruptively modern approach to
Venetian and Italian cuisine will ensure your celebration
is seamlessly paired with a memorable culinary
experience. Each dish is freshly prepared, expertly
plated and graciously served by our talented team of
culinary hosts.
Wedding
Menu
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Weddings at The St. Regis Venice

Suites
and Guestrooms
From the moment you check in to the conclusion of your celebrations, our generously
appointed suites and guestrooms make every minute of your stay exquisite.

Refined Accommodations
Celebrating the modern spirit of Venice and the
immersive embrace of its water and light plays, each of
the beautifully appointed 130 guestrooms and 39
suites of The St. Regis Venice surrounds visitors with
the captivating beauty of the iconic city.
Our accommodations invite visitors to indulge in their
relaxing ambience, and in some of the most
extraordinary views that have inspired many an
illustrious visitor to the city.
Exquisite Suites
Unwind in a uniqe collection of suites, every one of
which presents an understated balance of art,
destination and lifestyle.
Monet
Suite
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Private Furnished Terraces
Suspended over Venice and the Grand Canal, these
unique settings with outdoor extensions immerse the
visitor fully into one of the world’s most beautiful live
canvases.
Immersive Views
Indulge in picturesque views over the Grand Canal, our
private Italianate garden, the Venetian terracotta
rooftops and the traditional stone-line calle.
Unforgettable Stays
Should you wish to arrange overnight accommodations
for your guests, it will be our pleasure to reserve a
special room allocaton with a preferred rate, based on
availability.
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Grand Canal View Suite
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A
Roof Garden Suite Terrace
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The
hallmark St. Regis Butler Service
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Monet
Suite Bedroom
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Bride
preparation
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Weddings at The St. Regis Venice

The
Festivities
Continue
From an intimate rehearsal dinner to an
extravagant morning-after late breakfast, our
distinctive dining venues and outdoor terraces
offer an unrivalled culinary experience.

Gio’s Restaurant
Italian at heart, Gio’s redefines Italian cuisine. Bringing
a flourish to the whole experience, simple iconic dishes
are perfected at the table, flavourings are personalised
and local, fresh ingredients reflect seasonality.
St. Regis Bar
Shake tradition from breakfast all the way to dinner.
Indulge in our bespoke selection of contemporary
Italian cocktails and food as you enjoy the superb views
of San Giorgio Maggiore and Santa Maria della Salute
Basilica.
Arts Bar
Uniquely themed with a jazzy ambiance, Arts Bar
celebrates the artistic and cultural vibe of Venice. A
premier choice of spirits and art-inspired cocktails
feature amongst modern classics.
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Romantic Table for Two on Gio’s Restaurant Terrace
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Weddings at The St. Regis Venice

Signature Services
Your wedding is a singular occasion reflecting the distinct tastes of yourself and your loved one.
Every detail of the ceremony can be customised to your unique preference, creating a personalised
celebration and a memorable experience for your guests.

Wedding Specialist Services
With expertise in a wide variety of cultures, our
dedicated St. Regis Wedding Specialists will ensure
that your treasured customs are upheld at all times
throughout your ceremony. Our Wedding Specialists
can also provide you with exclusive access to leading
St. Regis Rituals
event planners, photographers, florists and other local
For an elegant addition to your ceremony, our
Signature Rituals, such as Midnight Suppers, Caroline’s experts.
400, Champagne Sabering and Bloody Mary recipes,
Our services include:
can be tailored as desired.
Floral Designers
Entertainment Agency
Photographer & Video Services
Audio, Video & Light Design Service
Hair & Make-up
Wedding Planner
Wedding Favours
Gondola Services
Luxury Water Taxi Service
The St. Regis Butler
Our signature Butler Service is available for every
couple, lending anticipatory service and seamless ease
to your celebration.

Wedding
Dress
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Crafting
Bespoke Coktails at the Arts Bar
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Floral
Design
44

Groom Accessories
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Preparation
of the Groom
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Photography
and Video Service
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Weddings at The St. Regis Venice

Honeymoons
Venice is a place of impeccable romance and beauty. The city is
charged with atmosphere, mystery, and its own unique allure, which
make it an outstanding destination for honeymoons or anniversaries.
The ultimate sophisticate and arbiter, The St. Regis Venice is
undeniably the most desireable address in the city and a superb
choice for your stay.
Experience unrivalled comfort and relaxation in our refined
selection of accommodations, many of which present Grand Canal
or views of Venice. Cultivate a taste for the disruptive in our range
of high-end dining and beverage options. Enjoy a pampering
moment in the St. Regis Venice SPA Suites or simply indulge admist
luxury as our St. Regis Butlers anticipate your every need.
Reserve your stay at stregisvenice.com

Discover the ultimate destination for your honeymoon and choose
from over 40 St. Regis hotels and resorts located at the best
addresses around the world.
View the full list of St. Regis honeymoon destinations at
stregis.com/honeymoons
Luxury
Water Taxi Service
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The
Most Desirable Address
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Exquisite
Memories
Allow us to share precious moments from our
previous celebrations.
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Property Facts
Total Guestrooms/Suites			
Number of Event Spaces			
Largest Event Space			
Small Events			
Large Events			
Outdoor space			
Room Tax			
Food & Beverage Tax			

130/39
10
128 sqm
John Jacob Astor Boardroom
Canaletto Ballroom
Italianate Garden, Terraces
10%
10%

Art of Celebration
by St. Regis

Banquet

Boardroom

Ovals

Visit stregis.com/weddings and follow #stregiswedding for
inspiration, honeymoon destinations, signature services, gift
registry, special offers and more.

Reception
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Theatre

E-Shape, U-Shape, T-Shape

The St. Regis Venice
San Marco 2159
30124 Venice, Italy
t. +39 041 2400001
e. mira.simic@stregis.com
stregisvenice.com
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